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Abstract
This book outlines what a monster truck is, who can drive a monster truck, what the monster truck stadiums are like, and how the racing works. Even at such a simple level of understanding, the reader is taught the multi-faceted elements of monster trucks. All the facts presented in this book are easy to understand and make it an exciting read for those with a zeal for engines and trucks. There is a glossary at the end explaining each "big word" with pictures. Monster Trucks on the Go is the perfect book for any child with an interest in any type of machinery. Big photographs of trucks, drivers, and stadiums are included on every page to allow even the youngest child a good experience with this book. It is a great resource for parents who have children interested in monster trucks, but may not live close enough to experience an actual event. Additionally, parents whose children struggle with reading, but find this topic interesting, may become motivated to read independently. Overall, readers will love this book!
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Monster Trucks on the Move (Lightning Bolt Books ® — Vroom-Vroom). Kristin L. Nelson. 4.6 out of 5 stars 20. My 4 year old son went to a Monster Jam show and developed a love for monster trucks. This book has a bunch of great, colorful pictures of the MJ trucks. He and his 2 year old brother LOVE this book! Read more. Monster Trucks Attack Destroy all the monster trucks by slamming them to the ground as hard as you can. Monster Truck Racing Dominate the race track by collecting nitro boosts and driving offensively. Crazy Mustang Listen to the roar of your engine as you drive your truck all the way to the finish line. Monster Truck Rampage Not only will you get to drive an awesome monster truck, you also get to destroy other trucks using your built-in cannon! 4x4 Monster Endure the harsh terrain and annoying obstacles as you try to reach the finish line without crashing. View All Monster Truck Games. Our Truck Games and Monster Truck Games focus on events and challenges involving vehicles of the same name. Like real-life (monster) trucks, players have to race, crush cars and pull off stunts, but these games often go beyond that. Some involve complicated obstacle courses, balancing acts and even action-adventure experiences. For the most part, they come in 2D side-scroller, overhead view and 3D formats. Who doesn't like monster trucks and their huge tires, burning rubber, and roaring engines? In these crazy monster truck games you can crush cars, perform stunts, and race other monster trucks.